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Abstract (summary)

The consequences of the WTO trade deal reached in Bali.

After twelve years of disputes and impasse, the WTO Doha Round finally produced a significant agreement in Bali.

However, the 'Bali deal' leaves aside many items initially on the Doha Declaration list in 2001, making it more

important for the future of the WTO and multilateral trade negotiations than for its substance. In a context of

slowing global trade, a weak global economy and protectionist tensions, the WTO delegates opted for a limited,

realistic approach -- rather than tackling a more comprehensive trade agreement, which would have risked a

complete breakdown of negotiations.

SUBJECT:The consequences of the WTO trade deal reached in Bali.

SIGNIFICANCE:After twelve years of disputes and impasse, the WTO Doha Round finally produced a significant

agreement in Bali. However, the 'Bali deal' leaves aside many items initially on the Doha Declaration list in 2001,

making it more important for the future of the WTO and multilateral trade negotiations than for its substance. In a

context of slowing global trade, a weak global economy and protectionist tensions, the WTO delegates opted for a

limited, realistic approach -- rather than tackling a more comprehensive trade agreement, which would have risked

a complete breakdown of negotiations.

ANALYSIS: Impacts.

Although the Bali deal resolves a few contentious agricultural trade issues, agriculture's share in global trade will

not improve.

Trade dispute resolution will remain the primary role of the WTO.
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The Bali deal will encourage continued heavy protectionism in agriculture.

The WTO Ministerial Conference in Bali produced the first multilateral global trade agreement in nearly two

decades. Although the Bali deal is limited in scope, delegates expressed hope that revived multilateralism would

encourage participants to revisit contentious issues at a later date -- leading to more substantive progress in

future negotiations. Such hopes are unlikely to be realised.

Slowing trade.

World trade in goods and services made important progress over the past three decades, growing by around 7%

per year -- twice the growth rate of production -- partly due to the rising share of developing world exports (up

from 34% in 1980 to 47% in 2011). However, the 2008-09 crisis stalled global trade and WTO talks. Trade in

goods and services is now growing on a par with weak global GDP at 3.0-3.5% in real terms ( see PROSPECTS

2014: Global economy - November 4, 2013).

Multilateralism fades.

After nearly 13 years of fruitless negotiations, newly-appointed WTO Director-General Roberto Azevedo was under

strong pressure to produce a deal in Bali (see INTERNATIONAL: New WTO head faces multiple challenges - May

21, 2013), a point emphasised in his opening statement: "the future of the WTO and the Multilateral Trading

System is in the balance".

The strategy to prevent yet another WTO breakdown was to move away from the ambitious Doha Round to-do list

and instead focus on limited, realistic and achievable targets. Negotiations were limited to the 'Bali package'

containing ten draft texts -- the most important being on a trade facilitation agreement and four others on

agriculture issues.

'Single undertaking' abandoned .

The resulting Bali deal is very limited compared to the original Doha compromise. Launched in 2001, Doha was a

grand bargain aimed at negotiating lower barriers on agricultural products in developed countries in return for

greater market access to the emerging world. Most key Doha issues, including services liberalisation and

intellectual property, were simply postponed in Bali.

This contradicts the WTO negotiation principle of a 'single undertaking', which implies all parts of a WTO deal must

be accepted for the whole deal to move forward. While the Bali agreement is an 'all or nothing deal' in its own

right, it is nevertheless only part of the original Doha agreement.

Trade facilitation .

The major non-controversial achievement of Bali was agreement on a trade facilitation pillar aimed at cutting 'red

tape' and simplifying customs procedures by taking advantage of new technology: these measures could

supposedly cut 10-15% off shipping costs incurred by exporters. However, there are doubts that the deal will

really lead to gains on the scale circulated in Bali -- namely, an additional 1.0 trillion dollars per year in world GDP

and a 10% increase in exports by developing countries. Estimated gains from trade agreements inevitably rely on

complex methodologies and heroic assumptions, and are thus subject to error.

Fairness problem.

Behind the technical issue of trade facilitation lies the very political question of trade fairness. In this respect, the

Bali deal makes little progress, apart from the introduction of simplified preferential rules of origin and a

'monitoring mechanism' for any forms of special treatment given to developing countries.

Agriculture.
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Indexing (details)

Agricultural trade became the central focus of the Doha Round in 2001 as delegates realised that protectionist

policies were causing trade in agricultural products to decline: agriculture's share of global trade collapsed from

35% in 1955 to 9% in 2011. In contrast, trade in manufactured goods and services, boosted by successive rounds

of liberalisation that cut tariffs by a factor of ten, increased its share from 45% to 65% over the same period.

Increased protectionism.

The Bali deal takes two steps further to protect -- not liberalise -- agricultural markets. The first is to allow more

policy measures to be included in the so-called 'Green Box' (protection measures considered only minimally

distorting trade and therefore "allowed without any limits"), while the second concerns food security programmes

in general and in India in particular.

India.

For historical and political reasons, India is currently one of the most protectionist countries in the world when it

comes to agricultural products, with deterring tariffs and resulting minimal imports.

Due to India's structural commitment to agricultural protection and the

pressure of 2014 parliamentary elections, Indian delegates took a hard line

during Bali negotiations, repeatedly threatening to jeopardise the final deal.

What they wanted -- and eventually managed to protect -- was a new food

security programme ( see INDIA: Congress pins hopes on flawed food bill -

July 10, 2013) to be implemented in 2014 covering 800 million poorer Indian citizens. The programme would have

surpassed the authorised subsidy threshold (which cannot exceed 10% of production under WTO rules), but will

now be accepted as a 'Green Box' subsidy.

Bali and beyond .

Dropping seemingly intractable issues regarding agricultural trade enabled a deal to be made. While limited in

scope, Bali will help restore confidence in multilateral trade. However, the success of the Bali deal is more

institutional than substantive, and essential fault lines are unlikely to recede in coming months, making a more

comprehensive WTO trade agreement very unlikely.

Regionalism rising.

Instead of opening a new era of multilateral trade, Bali will likely usher in an era of a piecemeal inter-regional

trade regimes such as the TTP (see INTERNATIONAL: TPP Singapore round faces hurdles - December 6, 2013).

While the WTO will remain the legal enforcer and gatekeeper of global trade, the Bali agreement will ultimately add

momentum to regional trade negotiations, where geopolitical tensions are lower and countries are often more

closely aligned on trade issues and development levels.

CONCLUSION: The Bali conference has been presented as a clear-cut alternative between salvaging

multilateralism but achieving limited progress, or evolving away from multilateralism toward a new regime of trade

regionalism. However, the Bali deal will likely support both outcomes. While the WTO will remain the main legal

player -- responsible for enforcing and monitoring existing trade agreements and rules -- regional trade

agreements such as the TransPacific Partnership (TPP) will work towards trade deepening and integration. As such,

progress on remaining Doha trade issues will be made within the framework of regional negotiations, not the WTO.

Copyright Oxford Analytica Ltd. 2013. No publication or distribution is permitted without the express consent of

Oxford Analytica.
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